Duration of anticoagulant therapy for deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism
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Abstract

It takes about 3 months to complete “active treatment” of venous thromboembolism (VTE), with further treatment serving to prevent new episodes of thrombosis (“pure secondary prevention”). Consequently, VTE should generally be treated for either 3 months or indefinitely (see text for exceptions). The decision to stop anticoagulants at 3 months or to treat indefinitely is dominated by the long-term risk of recurrence, and secondarily influenced by the risk of bleeding and by patient preference. VTE provoked by a reversible risk factor, or a first unprovoked isolated distal (calf) deep vein thrombosis (DVT), has a low risk of recurrence and is usually treated for 3 months. VTE associated with active cancer, or a second unprovoked VTE, has a high risk of recurrence and is usually treated indefinitely. The decision to stop anticoagulants at 3 months or to treat indefinitely is more finely balanced after a first unprovoked proximal DVT or pulmonary embolism (PE). Indefinite anticoagulation is often chosen if there is a low risk of bleeding, whereas anticoagulation is usually stopped at 3 months if there is a high risk of bleeding. The decision to continue anticoagulation indefinitely after a first unprovoked proximal DVT or PE is strengthened if the patient is male, the index event was PE rather than DVT, and/or D-dimer testing is positive 1 month after stopping anticoagulant therapy.
Anticoagulant therapy is the mainstay for the treatment of venous thromboembolism (VTE). Once treatment is started, the question arises as to how long patients should be treated, which is the focus of this perspective. Our recommendations build on those of the American College of Chest Physician’s Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Treatment of VTE (hereafter referred to as “ACCP guidelines”), and we thank our co-panellists for helping to shape our thoughts on this topic.(1) Those guidelines also provide recommendations for duration of anticoagulant therapy in patients with upper limb DVT, superficial vein thrombosis, and thrombosis in unusual sites; topics that will not be addressed here.

Patients should either stop anticoagulants when the acute episode of VTE has been adequately treated or remain on treatment indefinitely

This section summarizes evidence that it takes a finite period, generally 3 months, to complete treatment of an acute episode of VTE; we will refer to this as “active treatment”.(1;2) The goal of active treatment is to suppress the acute episode of thrombosis, whereas the aim of subsequent anticoagulation is to prevent new episodes of VTE that are unrelated to the index event; we will refer to this latter treatment as “pure secondary prevention”. Active treatment and secondary prevention overlap; initially, however, treatment of the acute episode of VTE is the priority.

The concept of two overlapping phases of anticoagulation for VTE has important management implications. If the goal is to reduce the risk of recurrence after a time-limited course of anticoagulation to as low a level as possible, treatment should be stopped once active treatment is completed. If, however, the risk of recurrence after completion of active treatment remains unacceptably high, indefinite anticoagulation is indicated (termed “extended anticoagulation” in the ACCP guidelines(1)). Indefinite anticoagulation refers to continued treatment without a scheduled stopping date; treatment is stopped only if the risk of bleeding increases or anticoagulation becomes excessively burdensome.
Three months completes “active treatment” and should usually be the duration of “time-limited” treatment

If anticoagulants are stopped before active treatment is completed, the risk of recurrent VTE is higher than if treatment was stopped after its completion. The excess episodes are due to reactivation of the initial thrombus. Extending anticoagulation beyond “active treatment” prevents recurrence while patients are treated, but does not further reduce the risk of recurrence after treatment is stopped. Randomization of patients to different time-limited durations of anticoagulation, with subsequent follow-up to determine the rate of recurrence in each group after anticoagulants are stopped, provides the best evidence on the duration required to complete “active treatment”. These trials are summarized in the following sections.

4 or 6 weeks versus 3 months or longer

Five randomized trials compared 4 to 6 weeks of anticoagulation with 3 to 6 months of therapy. Meta-analysis of their findings found that the shorter course of therapy was associated with about a 2-fold increase in recurrence during 9 to 24 months of follow-up (relative risk, 1.83; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.39 to 2.42; follow-up included the period when one group was on, and the other was off, anticoagulants). Analysis of individual patient data from 4 of these trials demonstrated that the risk of recurrence after stopping anticoagulant therapy was higher in patients who were treated for 4 to 6 weeks than in those treated for 3 months or more (hazard ratio 1.52; 95% CI 1.14 to 2.02). Furthermore, the excess recurrences with 4 to 6 weeks of therapy was confined in the first 6 months after stopping therapy and, in those with a DVT, recurrences were in the same leg as the initial event. These data indicate that 4 to 6 weeks of anticoagulation is insufficient for “active treatment” and support the concept that early recurrences reflect inadequate suppression of coagulation at the site of the initial thrombus.
3 months versus 6 months or longer

Four randomized trials compared 3 months of anticoagulation with 6 to 12 months of therapy.\(^{(6;10-12)}\) Meta-analysis of their findings found a similar risk of recurrence with 3 months compared with 6 to 12 months of therapy during 1 to 3 years of follow-up (relative risk, 1.12; 95\%CI 0.88 to 1.45).\(^{(1)}\) Analysis of individual patient data from these 4 trials, and another study that compared 3 months with 27 months of anticoagulation\(^{(13)}\), also found no convincing increase in the risk of recurrence after treatment was stopped in patients treated for 3 months (hazard ratio 1.19; 95\%CI 0.86 to 1.65).\(^{(3)}\) These data suggest that 3 months of anticoagulation is long enough to complete “active treatment”.

Subgroups for which less than 3 months might be adequate for “active treatment”

It is logical that it may not take as long to complete active treatment in patients with small thrombi provoked by a factor that rapidly resolves. Consistent with this hypothesis patients with isolated distal DVT provoked by a temporary risk factor, such as recent surgery, did not appear to have a higher risk of recurrence if treatment was stopped at 4 or 6 weeks compared to at 3 months or longer (hazard ratio 0.36; 95\%CI 0.09 to 1.54).\(^{(3)}\) Although 4 or 6 weeks of anticoagulation may complete “active treatment” in patients with a small thrombus and a reversible provoking factor, this was not evident when only one of these two factors applied.\(^{(3)}\)

We generally treat patients with isolated distal DVT provoked by a transient risk factor for 3 months because: 1) there is uncertainty whether 4 to 6 weeks of treatment is adequate; and 2) we only look for and treat isolated distal DVT if patients have severe leg symptoms.
Subgroups for which more than 3 months might be required to complete “active treatment”

It is also logical that it may take longer to complete “active treatment” in patients with more extensive thrombosis who do not have reversible provoking factors. Consistent with this hypothesis, patients with unprovoked proximal DVT or PE may have a lower risk of recurrence if they stop treatment after 6 or more months compared to at 3 months (hazard ratio 0.59 [95\%CI 0.35 to 0.98] for the first 6 month, and hazard ratio 0.72 [95\%CI 0.48 to 1.04] for the first 24 months of follow-up).(3) The duration required to complete active treatment in patients with iliac DVT or cancer-associated VTE has not specifically been evaluated.

Many patients with a first unprovoked proximal DVT or PE are treated indefinitely (see below).(1) Reasons not to treat indefinitely include a lower than average risk of recurrence, a high risk of bleeding, and patient preference. These are also factors that support treatment for 3 rather than 6 months in patients who are not treated indefinitely. Furthermore, the trials that compared 3 months with 6 to 12 months of anticoagulation (mostly patients with unprovoked VTE)(6;10-12) found more major bleeding (relative risk 2.49; 95\%CI 1.20 to 5.16) with longer therapy.(1) For these reasons, if patients with a first unprovoked proximal DVT or PE are not treated indefinitely, we generally stop anticoagulants at 3 rather than 6 months.

Benefits and risks of indefinite anticoagulant therapy

Type of evidence available

No trial has randomized patients with VTE, with or without cancer, to stop or continue anticoagulants and then followed patients indefinitely (e.g. for 10 or more years). Available studies anticoagulated all patients for 3 or 6 months, randomized half to stop and half to continue anticoagulants from that time point, and followed the two groups while the extended therapy group were being treated (i.e. 1 to 4 years). If patients in the extended therapy group then stopped anticoagulants, which was often the case, they were not subsequently followed.
The studies were heterogenous with respect to: when randomization and follow-up started (at diagnosis or after the initial common period of treatment); study populations; type and intensity of anticoagulant; use of placebo; assessment of bleeding in the non-anticoagulated group, including if they had a recurrent VTE and restarted anticoagulants; and whether patients were followed for the same or for a variable length of time.

These studies were designed to assess efficacy of treatment for prevention of recurrent VTE; they were not powered to assess mortality. Consequently, evidence for or against indefinite anticoagulation in different subgroups of patients with VTE is based on estimating the absolute reduction in recurrent VTE and the increase in major bleeding with indefinite anticoagulation, and then estimating their combined effect on mortality. However, many of the assumptions used in these calculations are uncertain.

**Reduction of recurrent VTE with indefinite anticoagulation: efficacy**

Indefinite anticoagulation with a vitamin K antagonist (VKA; dose-adjusted to achieve a target international normalized ratio [INR] of 2.5) reduces recurrent VTE by about 90% (based on meta-analysis of 4 studies\(^{(13-16)}\): relative risk 0.12; 95%CI 0.05 to 0.25\(^{(1)}\), with about half of the recurrent episodes occurring in patients who had prematurely stopped therapy. Direct and indirect comparisons have found similar reductions in recurrent VTE with extended anticoagulation using dabigatran (150mg twice-daily)\(^{(17)}\), rivaroxaban (20mg daily)\(^{(18)}\), or apixaban (2.5mg or 5mg twice-daily)\(^{(19)}\).\(^{(20)}\) Extended treatment with low-molecular-weight-heparin (LMWH) is also very effective, and is more effective than a VKA in cancer patients.\(^{(1;21;22)}\)

**Increase in major bleeding with extended anticoagulation: safety**

Anticoagulation with VKAs is associated with about a 2.6-fold increase in major bleeding (based on 4 studies\(^{(13-16)}\): relative risk 2.63; 95%CI 1.02 to 6.78). Compared to VKAs, the new
oral anticoagulants are associated with about half the risk of intracranial bleeding, a smaller reduction in all extracranial bleeding, and no reduction or an increase in gastrointestinal bleeding (about 50% higher with dabigatran and rivaroxaban).(20;23-25)

**Consequences of a recurrent VTE or a major bleed**

The most important consequence of a recurrent VTE or a major bleed is that it may be fatal. In prospective studies, case fatality has been estimated as 3.6% for a recurrent VTE and 11.3% for a major bleed on a VKA.(26) There is uncertainty about these estimates. Fatal PE may occur more often outside of prospective studies because early detection and treatment of recurrent DVT and PE is less likely, and the 11.3% estimate for the case fatality of major bleeding is based on data from initial rather than extended therapy. Also, because a recurrence is three times as likely to be a PE if the initial event was a PE rather than a DVT, case fatality for recurrent VTE may be substantially higher (perhaps double) when the initial VTE was a PE.(27;28)

Non-fatal events are also important: 1) PE, DVT, and bleeding are distressing for patients(29;30) and costly(31); 2) recurrent DVT, especially in the same leg, increases risk and severity of the post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS)(31;32); and 3) recurrent PE may cause chronic cardiopulmonary impairment(1).

**Which patients should stop anticoagulants at 3 months and which should remain on anticoagulants indefinitely?**

This decision is dominated by the risk of recurrent VTE. Risk of bleeding is secondary because: 1) with a low risk of recurrent VTE (e.g. patients with a reversible provoking factor), anticoagulants are stopped at 3 months even if the bleeding risk is low; 2) with a high risk of recurrent VTE (e.g. patients with cancer), anticoagulants are usually continued even if bleeding risk is high; 3) with the exception of advanced age, the risk factors for bleeding are not common
in patients with unprovoked VTE, the subgroup in whom bleeding risk is most influential (33;34); and 4) the risk of bleeding is difficult to predict(35;36).

**Risk of recurrent VTE in individual patients if anticoagulants are stopped**

Primary estimator: Provoking factor for the VTE

VTE provoked by a major reversible risk factor, such as recent surgery, has a very low risk of recurrence that is estimated to be 1% within 1 year and 3% within 5 years of stopping therapy.(1;3;37) Although the risk of recurrence in patients with VTE provoked by a non-surgical trigger (e.g. estrogen therapy, pregnancy, leg injury, flight of longer than 8 hours) is higher than in patients with VTE provoked by surgery, the risk is still low and is estimated at 5% within 1 year and 15% within 5 years.(1;37) Unprovoked VTE, for which there is no apparent or only a trivial risk factor, has a moderately high risk of recurrence and is estimated at 10% within 1 year and 30% within 5 years.(1;3;37) VTE provoked by a persistent or progressive factor, such as cancer, has a high risk of recurrence — perhaps equivalent to 20% in a year — with the risk expected to be lower if the cancer is in remission and higher if it is rapidly progressing, metastatic, or being treated with chemotherapy.(38-40)

Secondary estimators: Isolated distal DVT or Previous VTE

The risk of recurrence in patients with isolated distal DVT is about half that of proximal DVT or PE.(3;6;7;28;41) A second episode VTE is estimated to be associated with about a 50% higher risk of recurrence compared with a first event.(41-43) These factors often influence the risk of recurrence enough to modify treatment decisions, particularly in patients with unprovoked VTE.

Secondary estimators after an unprovoked proximal DVT or a PE: Sex and D-dimer
Males have a higher risk of recurrence than females (1.5 to 2-fold)(44;45), males and females with a positive D-dimer test 1 month after stopping anticoagulants have a higher risk of recurrence than those with a negative test (1.5 to 2.5-fold(46); difference appears to diminish with longer follow-up(47)), and the influence of these two factors on recurrence is at least partly additive(45). However, exactly how sex and D-dimer testing (choice of assay, discriminatory value, single or serial tests) should modify treatment decisions remains unclear.(48)

Other factors that influence the risk of recurrence

Factors that are associated with recurrence, but rarely strongly or consistently enough to influence treatment decisions once the primary and secondary estimators have been considered, include: antiphospholipid antibody (relative risk ~ 2)(49); hereditary thrombophilia (relative risk ~ 1.5)(46;50-53); Asian ethnicity (relative risk ~ 0.8)(54); and ultrasound evidence of residual thrombosis in the proximal veins (relative risk ~ 1.5)(55). PTS may increase the risk of recurrent VTE(53;56), and recurrent ipsilateral DVT increases the risk of PTS(32); these considerations may prompt indefinite anticoagulation in patients with severe PTS.(48)

Clinical prediction rules for risk of recurrence

Three clinical prediction rules have been developed to estimate the risk of recurrence in patients with unprovoked VTE. They take into account, with some differences, combinations of sex, D-dimer levels (continuous or binary; on or off anticoagulants), site of initial thrombosis, age when VTE occurred, and signs of PTS (one rule).(53;57;58) Ability to predict the risk of recurrence, and to improve patient outcomes, has yet to be prospectively demonstrated for all three rules.
Risk of major bleeding if anticoagulants are continued

Many factors are associated with bleeding during anticoagulant therapy including: older age (>65 and particularly >75yrs); previous bleeding (particularly if the cause was not correctable); cancer (particularly if metastatic or highly vascular); renal insufficiency; liver failure; diabetes; previous stroke; thrombocytopenia; anaemia; concomitant antiplatelet therapy; recent surgery; frequent falls; alcohol abuse; reduced functional capacity; and poor control of VKA therapy.(1) With an increase in the severity of individual factors, and with the number of factors present, the risk of bleeding is expected to increase (both at baseline and while on anticoagulants). However, there are no validated prediction rules for bleeding during extended anticoagulation for VTE, and the rules that are available have demonstrated limited discriminatory capacity in VTE patients.(35;36;59) That, however, does not mean that it is impossible to stratify patients' risk of bleeding; young (e.g., <65 years) healthy patients with good VKA control will have a low risk of major bleeding (≤1% per patient-year), those with less severe factors have an intermediate risk, and elderly patients with severe or multiple factors are at high risk for major bleeding (>4% per patient-year).(1;33;59)

Risk of recurrent VTE that justifies strong and weak recommendation for either 3 months or indefinite anticoagulation

Indefinite anticoagulant therapy is indicated if its benefits (reduction in VTE) outweigh its harms (increase in bleeding) enough to offset the burden and cost of treatment. As shown in Table 1, which is based on assumptions previously noted in this perspective and originally described in the ACCP guidelines(1), in patients with a low risk of bleeding (including age <65 years), a risk of recurrent VTE of >13% in the first year results in a strong recommendation and a risk of 8 to 13% in the first year results in a weak recommendation for indefinite therapy.
How to apply a strong or a weak recommendation

Consistent with the GRADE nomenclature and the ACCP guidelines, a strong recommendation indicates a high degree of confidence that following the recommendation will result in substantial benefits for most patients. (1:60) Strong recommendations, which are usually based on high quality evidence, have been described as “just do it” — given the evidence, almost all patients would choose that option (i.e., decisions are not sensitive to patient values and preferences). A weak recommendation indicates a lower degree of confidence that following the recommendation will result in substantial benefits for patients, usually because the quality of evidence is poorer, the benefits and risks are more closely balanced, or because differences among patients may shift that balance. Weak recommendations, therefore, are sensitive to differences in patient values and preferences.

VTE provoked by a reversible factor: recommendations

Whereas the ACCP guidelines divided patients with VTE provoked by a reversible risk factor into 2 categories (provoked by surgery or a non-surgical trigger), while acknowledging there is a higher risk of recurrence in the later subgroup, we will consider this as a single category. This is because both subgroups have sufficiently low risks of recurrence to recommend stopping anticoagulants at 3 months (strongly for VTE provoked by surgery; weakly for VTE provoked by a non-surgical trigger if there is a low or intermediate risk of bleeding). We discourage indefinite therapy if there is a convincing reversible risk factor (Table 2). However, if patients are still recovering from the VTE, or if the provoking factor is incompletely resolved, it is appropriate to treat for longer than 3 months.

Unprovoked VTE: recommendations

Patients with a first unprovoked proximal DVT or PE who do not have a high risk of bleeding are expected to derive a modest mortality benefit from extended therapy, resulting in a
weak recommendation for indefinite anticoagulation. As the risk of recurrence is expected to be higher in males (~12% at 1 year and 36% at 5 years) than in females (~8% at 1 year and 24% at 5 years), and as a new PE is more likely after a PE than after a DVT, being male or having had a PE strengthens the argument for indefinite therapy.

As previously noted, current evidence suggests that D-dimer levels a month after stopping anticoagulant therapy can help to predict the risk of recurrence in patients with a first unprovoked VTE, with a first year risk of recurrence of about 5% for females with a negative D-dimer; 10% for females with a positive D-dimer; 8% for males with a negative D-dimer; and 16% for males with a positive D-dimer. However, because these finding are preliminary, it appears equally acceptable to either use, or not use, D-dimer levels to help decide about duration of therapy. If the intention is to use D-dimer testing in this way, it should first be established with the patient that D-dimer results will influence treatment decisions (Figure). This applies if a female would chose to remain on anticoagulants if she had a first year recurrence risk of 10%, but would chose to stop treatment if this risk was 5%; if a 10% risk would not justify staying on treatment, anticoagulants should be stopped without D-dimer testing. It would also apply if a male would chose to stop anticoagulants if he had a first year recurrence risk of 8%, but would chose not to stop treatment if his risk was 16%; if an 8% risk would not justify stopping treatment, anticoagulants should be continued without D-dimer testing.

If the first unprovoked VTE was an isolated distal DVT, the risk of recurrence is estimated to be low enough (5% in the first year; similar to a proximal DVT or PE associated with a non-surgical trigger) to justify stopping anticoagulants at 3 months (weak recommendation if bleeding risk is low or intermediate; strong recommendation if bleeding risk is high).

If this is a second or subsequent episode of unprovoked VTE, the risk of recurrence is estimated to be high enough (15% in the first year and 45% at 5 years) to justify indefinite anticoagulation, provided there is not a high risk of bleeding (strong recommendation if bleeding risk is high).
Duration of anticoagulation in patients with VTE and cancer

Patients with VTE and cancer have a high risk of recurrence and are expected to derive substantial benefit from extended anticoagulant therapy (strong recommendation, reduced to weak if bleeding risk is high). Anticoagulation is usually with LMWH, particularly if there is rapid cancer progression, metastatic disease, or patients are receiving chemotherapy. Anticoagulants can be stopped if patients have been treated for at least 3 months and the cancer is thought to have been cured (e.g., successful resection). If there is uncertainty, our practice is to continue treatment until 6 months have passed without recurrent disease. If the cancer is in remission but not cured, and there is indirect evidence for a lower risk of recurrence (such as two of: VTE was associated with a risk factor that has resolved [e.g., surgery or chemotherapy]; absence of metastases; not receiving chemotherapy; calf DVT), it is reasonable to stop anticoagulants (at least temporarily) or to treat with an oral agent, particularly if that is the patient’s preference. In addition to considering the usual contraindications, we avoid using the new oral anticoagulants in patients who are receiving chemotherapy.

Influence of patient preferences and cost

Some patients resent, whereas others are reassured by, anticoagulant therapy. Consequently, patient preferences should influence decision making, particularly when there is a weak recommendation for indefinite therapy. In order to solicit preferences, patients first need to be informed of the risks and benefits with different options, areas of uncertainty, and why the decision is sensitive to their preferences and values. Health care providers should be prepared to say which option they think is best, and to explain why. Some patients...
may indicate that they do not want to be involved with decision making, and care should be
taken to avoid adding to the burden of their illness. Costs (i.e. to patients, healthcare systems,
third party payers) and available treatment options (e.g. licensing) may further influence
decisions at a patient or societal level.

**Should duration of treatment be influenced by type of anticoagulant?**

It is not known if the time needed to complete active treatment differs with the type of
anticoagulant. For now, it is reasonable to assume that this is not the case. Because the new
oral anticoagulants are less burdensome than VKA and cause less bleeding, more patients with
unprovoked VTE are expected to opt for indefinite therapy.

**Antiplatelet therapy**

After anticoagulation for unprovoked VTE, aspirin reduces the risk of recurrence by
about one third.(20;68;69) This is a minor reduction compared to the 90% reduction with
anticoagulants and, although bleeding with aspirin should be less than with a VKA, there may
be a similar risk of bleeding with aspirin and the new oral anticoagulants. Therefore, rather than
considering aspirin as an alternative to anticoagulation, if a decision has been made to stop
anticoagulants, the reduction in recurrent VTE with aspirin can be factored into the overall
assessment of aspirin’s long-term benefits.

**Follow-up of patients on extended therapy:**

Patients who are treated indefinitely should be reviewed regularly (e.g., annually) to
ensure that: 1) they have not developed contraindications to anticoagulant therapy; 2) their
preferences have not changed; 3) they can avail of improved ways to predict risk of recurrence
and the possibility of safely stopping therapy; and 4) they are being treated with the most
suitable anticoagulant regimen.
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Table 1: Risks of recurrent VTE after stopping anticoagulant therapy which justify strong or weak recommendations to either stop anticoagulants at 3 months or to treat indefinitely

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of 5 years of anticoagulation on mortality¹</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Risk of recurrent VTE without anticoagulation²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low bleeding risk³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any increase</td>
<td>Strong for 3 months</td>
<td>&lt;9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 0.5% decrease</td>
<td>Weak for 3 months</td>
<td>9 – 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 – 1% decrease</td>
<td>Weak for Indefinite</td>
<td>24 – 39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1% decrease</td>
<td>Strong for Indefinite</td>
<td>&gt;39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: Net effect of decrease in recurrent VTE and increase in bleeding
2: Calculations based on a 5 year period, with one-third of recurrences in the first year and two-thirds in the next 4 years
3: Risk of major bleeding of 0.8% for each of the 5 years
4: Risk of major bleeding of 1.6% for each of the 5 years

Assumptions as described in text and in the ACCP guidelines(1) for: case fatality of recurrent VTE (3.6%) and major bleeding (11.3%); proportion of major bleeds attributable to anticoagulation (62%); risk reduction for VTE with anticoagulation (88%).
Table 2. Additional issues relating to duration of anticoagulant therapy for VTE

**What is a reversible provoking factor?**

The magnitude (or severity) of VTE risk factors, and the reversibility of risk factors, are on a continuum. Therefore, the distinction between a “trivial provoking factor” (consistent with being an unprovoked VTE) and a non-surgical trigger (or minor reversible provoking factor) is arbitrary. We suggest that VTE can be considered provoked if there was a major reversible risk factor within 3 months, or a minor reversible risk factor within 6 weeks (e.g., any general anaesthesia; soft tissue injury that causes a limp; flight of >8 hours; illness that renders the patient bed-bound for a day or chair-bound for 3 days).

**Catheter based thrombus removal**

These patients should be treated for at least 3 months. As the acute DVT is often severe, and symptoms may have become chromic (i.e., PTS), anticoagulation for 6 months is often desirable, and patients may be more likely to opt for indefinite anticoagulation if the DVT was provoked by a minor reversible risk factor. Placement of an iliac vein stent does not necessarily mean that patients should be treated indefinitely, but residual thrombus or extrinsic compression encourages that option.

**Permanent vena cava filter**

Vena cava filters appear to reduce PE and increase recurrent DVT.(70) The presence of a permanent filter should not influence the duration of anticoagulant therapy.

**Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension**

These patients are generally treated with indefinite anticoagulation, whether or not they undergo endarterectomy or if known previous episodes of VTE were provoked by a reversible risk factor.
**Hereditary thrombophilias**

Hereditary thrombophilias are weak risk factors for recurrent VTE, although this is uncertain for antithrombin deficiency. Testing for hereditary thrombophilias in order to guide decisions about treatment duration does not appear to be justified.

**Antiphospholipid antibodies**

It is unclear if, independently of other clinical factors, an antiphospholipid antibody justifies indefinite anticoagulant therapy. For this reason, we do not routinely test for antiphospholipid antibodies in patients with VTE, including those with an unprovoked episode.

**Inflammatory bowel disease**

Inflammatory bowel disease (and probably other chronic inflammatory conditions) can serve as a persistent or intermittent risk factor for recurrent VTE.(71) However, it is also possible that inflammatory bowel disease can serve as a reversible risk factor (e.g., if it becomes inactive).

**Estrogens**

Estrogens serve as a reversible risk factor for VTE. It may be acceptable, however, for patients to remain on oral contraceptives during anticoagulant therapy.(48) We then stop estrogen therapy at least a month before stopping anticoagulants.

**Confidence to stop anticoagulants**

It may take more than 3 months for patients to be ready to consider stopping anticoagulant therapy.
Figure

Patients with VTE who should be treated for 3 months and who should be treated indefinitely

Treat for 3 months and reassess

- Isolated distal DVT
  - Stop at 3 Months

- Reversible provoking factor
  - Stop at 3 Months

- Unprovoked proximal DVT or PE

- Cancer
  - Indefinite therapy or until cancer inactive

- High Bleeding Risk
  - OR
  - Prefers to stop even if D-dimer was positive
    - Stop at 3 Months

- Others
  - Stop and measure D-dimer after 1 month

- Not High Bleeding Risk
  - AND
  - Prefers to stay on even if D-dimer was negative
    - Indefinite therapy

- Second VTE
  - Indefinite therapy

- Negative D-dimer
  - Stay off therapy
    - (Stop at 3 Months)

- Positive D-dimer
  - Restart therapy
    - (Indefinite therapy)

Footnote: Use of D-dimer testing to guide treatment decisions in patients with a first unprovoked proximal DVT or PE is optional. If D-dimer is not used, the decision is based on risk of bleeding and patient preference (estimated risk of recurrence in the first year of 12% for men and 8% for women).
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